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NEW QUESTION: 1
XIV hardware architecture optimizes the usage of snapshots by:
A. copying data on write so the production drives are not over
stressed
B. limiting the total number of snapshots to a maximum of 128
active pairs
C. a redirect-on-write operation using all drives in any
snapshot process
D. offering the possibility to isolate the drives used for
snapshot target space
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
To meet a SLA, which of the following documents should be
drafted, defining the company's internal interdependent unit
responsibilities and delivery timelines.
A. MSA
B. BPA
C. OLA
D. MOU
Answer: C
Explanation:
OLA is an agreement between the internal support groups of an
institution that supports SLA. According to the Operational
Level Agreement, each internal support group has certain
responsibilities to the other group. The OLA clearly depicts
the performance and relationship of the internal service
groups. The main objective of OLA is to ensure that all the
support groups provide the intended ServiceLevelAgreement.

NEW QUESTION: 3
SIMULATION
Fill in the blanks. To view the number of concurrent
connections going through your firewall, you would use the
command and syntax __ ___ __ __________ __ .
Answer:
Explanation:
fw tab -t connections -s

NEW QUESTION: 4
When you enable the same-security-traffic permit
Inter-interface command on the ASA, which two statements about
the configuration are true? (Choose two.)
A. The configuration will support a maximum of 101
communicating interfaces.
B. By default, the outside interface on every ASA is the only
interface to be configured with a name and security level
of 100.
C. Traffic can flow between interfaces at the same security
level without an access list.
D. The configuration will support more than 101 communicating
interfaces.
E. Traffic can enter and exit the same interface.
Answer: C,D
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